The following was sent to the KYAE listserv.

May 5, 2016

Accolades to 37 KYAE programs

MORE GREAT NEWS!

There are many Kentucky Adult Education programs who have already met (or exceeded) or are very close to meeting their level gain goals!

We are pleased to share that 10 Kentucky Adult Education programs have already met or exceeded their level gain goals. These programs are:

- Allen (200%)
- Carroll (113%)
- Carter (116%)
- Christian (147%)
- Edmonson (100%)
- Larue (114%)
- Logan (100%)
- Marion (131%)
- Meade (111%)
- Todd (132%)

We are pleased to share that 7 Kentucky Adult Education programs are currently at 100% or more of their on-target number to their level gain goals. These programs are:

- Casey
- Elliott
- Franklin
- Hardin
- Russell
- Taylor
- Webster

We are pleased to share that 20 Kentucky Adult Education programs are currently at 80-99% of their on-target number to their level gain goals. These programs are:

- Boone
- Boyd
- Campbell
- Carlisle
- Daviess
- Fulton
- Grayson
- Greenup
- Hancock
- Jefferson
- Lawrence
- Lee
- Lyon
- Martin
- Menifee
- Oldham
- Pulaski
- Shelby
- Union
- Warren

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

The diligence of you and your students is paying off. Keep up the good work!
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